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Of the siy species of Gratiola -nhldh enter the Manual Range,
only three are at all corarion or well distributed^ a fourth oc-
curs only from Delaware southward and again in Ohio and Ken-
tucky, and a fifth is known from a single collection only. A
sixth species is attributed to the genus by Gray's Manual and
various recent authors, but has been assigned to a segregate
genus by Pennell and appears under two other generic names in
current Manuals* Of the six, only one, and that one the rarest
in our area, has Deen able to continue -with its traditional
name unchanged through the recent epidemic of name-changing,
"srtiich impresses me as a lamentable condition completely
foreign to the explicitly stated oasis of the International
Code J "The essential points in nomenclature aret (l) to A^-m at
fixity of names; {Z) to avoid or to reject the use of forms
and names which may cause error or ambiguity or throw science
into confusion*"

Gratiola pilosa Michx. appears under that name in Gray,
seventh edition, as Sophronanthe pilosa (Michx* ) Small in
Britton & Brown, as Tragiola pilosa jMiohx*) Small & Pennell
in Small* s Manual and in Pennell* s recent monograph. There is
no competition with the specific epithet pilosa . Generic seg-
regation or aggregation is a matter of studied scientific
opinion (we h^e) and the International Code neither encoux^
ages nor discourages it.

Gratiola rampsa Walter is unchallenged.
An atnindant plant of the Manual Range was long Imown as

Gratiola sphaerocarpa Ell. Since 1918 it has been generally
known -co Azderican bo-canists that the Linnaean name fi. -Tlrgini-
ana belongs to this plant; this name has been used In the re -

cent manuals of Small and Rydberg and in various local floras,
such as those of Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois. There is no
doubt that the use of one name for two plants "tends to throw
science into confusion" i each of these three local floras
finds it necessary to quote synonyms to make their meaning in-
telligible, and Femald in a discussion of Gratiola-p roblems
also had to use both names to insure that his meaning would be
understood. Nevertheless, rules are rules, and there seems to
be no way to avoid this regrettable change.

Gratiola viscosa Schw. of Gray's Manual and the Illustrated
Flora is a homoi^m of G. viscosa Homem. Again nothing can be
done about it and the pTant has been re-named G^^ viscidula
Pennell.

Now we come to the really important cases. The most abund-
ant and vriLdely distributed species of the genus was long known
as G. virginiana L» TOien that name was transferred to another
spe'cles, as recounted above, this common plant was left with-
out a name in usage. Pennell resurrected G^ neglecta Torr.
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(1819) and this name has since ooiae into general usage in most
recent literature. Gratiola aurea » usually accredited to Muhl-
enberg but actually published by Pursh in 1814, is the most
conspicuous local member of the genus and abundant along the
Atlantic seaboard. Both of these names are antedated by &•

lutea Raf. (l81l)« Femald says G» lutea applies to G^ " vTrgin -

iana "; Pennell says it applies to G. aurea . Both have examined
the type; each insists that his i(ientifi cation of it is cor-
rect, but Pennell bolsters his position by stating that Rafin-
esque himself, in a later publication, announced that Pursh'

s

G» aurea had already been named G. lutea *

1^0 matter "irtiich man is correc"^ the results are unfortunate.
If Pennell is right, the well known G« aurea gets a new name.
If Femald is right, the equally welT"known " G* virginiana ",

just getting accustomed to one new name, must start out anew
under a third name*

There is only one thing that can be done in this dilemma,
and that is to exclude G« lutea from all consideration* That
oan be done under the niles* The use of G^ lutea for two dif-
ferent species by tvro competent botanists, each of v/hom insists
on the validity of his opinion and will presumably continue to

use the name indefinitely into the future, will certainly be a
"permanent source of confusion or error" (international Code,

Art. 62). "a name of a taxonomic group must be rejected -when

its application is uncertain" (Article 63), which is surely the
case when oori^etent men disagree on the identification of the
type.

Our species of Gratiola will then be (1) G. aurea Pursh,
1814, not G« lutea Raf . 1811, nomen dubium; K'<^) G« ramosa
Walt.; (3)" T» -Tisoidula Pennell, 1919, not G« viscida Sxsfaw.

1824, homonym; ^4) G» negleota Torr. 1819, not G» yfrginigLna of
recent literature or G. iutea^ llaf* 1811, nomen ctubiumr ^3) G.

virginiana L» 17^3, noi g> sphaerooarpa Ell. 1816; (6) G.

pilosa Miolix.
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